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How Mobility Is
Changing the World
Innovative mobile technologies improve lives and society in
both developed and developing economies.
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Significantly, the report noted that growth was not limited to just a few regions. In 2000,

according to the World Bank, there were 700 million mobile subscriptions, 71 percent of
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them in high-income countries and 29 percent in developing countries. Figure 1
By 2010, there were 5.9 billion mobile subscriptions, 23 percent in high-income countries
and 77 percent in developing countries.
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And when IDG Global Solutions measured worldwide usage of emerging technologies earlier this year, such as location-based offers and contactless transactions (in which a card is
waved near a receiver, rather than run through a reader), it also found mostly moderate dif-
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ferences in the penetration among North America, Europe, and other regions. Figure 2
What’s behind this global boom? Why does mobility span borders so easily? Why have
handheld devices, such as smartphones and tablets, succeeded where computers haven’t?

2000: 700 million global
mobile subscriptions

And what kind of capabilities has this success brought, both in developed countries and in
emerging markets?
Handheld devices have succeeded globally thanks to a variety of characteristics. With
increasingly powerful processors and storage, they have been able to subsume a lot of the
capabilities of computers without adding complexity. Handheld devices retain their sim-
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plicity and ease of use. Simplicity means that even users with limited education can take
advantage of them, which promotes popularity even in underdeveloped countries.
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At the same time, handheld devices’ limited screen size also contributed to their global
utility. It forced developers to be more creative: without space for word-based menus,
developers have turned to iconography. While some symbols may have different meanings
across cultures, enough of them relating to technology remain common.
However, the utility of handheld devices goes beyond their internal capabilities. By definition, they need a strong infrastructure component. This has benefited emerging markets
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Applications that combine user location with geographical
information are in the forefront. Consumers can get an alert of
a discount when they come in the vicinity of a store.
as well, thanks to the ease of deployment of wireless networks.

people get access to credit markets, insurance, microlending,

Because they require only cell towers, rather than massive

and other banking services. And some of those applications are

underground construction, their infrastructure is easier and

going to be so innovative that they find their way back to the

faster to deploy. The World Bank report highlighted a number

developed world.”

of countries where mobile broadband penetration far outstrips
fixed broadband. Figure 3

Other banks throughout the developing world are jumping on
the mobile payments bandwagon. The Standard Bank of South

Mobile devices also benefit from economics. Besides being

Africa, the largest bank on the continent, uses mobile technol-

easier to use, smartphones and tablets are less expensive than

ogy not only to help rural citizens establish bank accounts, but

personal computers. Lower costs tend to lead to higher adop-

has deployed a mobile wallet application that lets them shop,

tion. Following the precepts put forth by C. K. Prahalad and Stu-

pay utility bills, add airtime to their mobile devices, and transfer

art L. Hart in their best-selling book, The Fortune at the Bottom of

money to others like M-Pesa does.

the Pyramid, companies can benefit by targeting the huge mar-

Similarly, the Bangladesh-based Dutch-Bangla Bank Limited

kets among the world’s poorest citizens—and bringing them the

(DBBL) conducted a survey and discovered that 87 percent of its

capabilities and potential for economic parity.

potential customers in Bangladesh did not have a bank account

A Roundup of Innovative Global
Use Cases
The result of the mobile device proliferation is an astonishing panoply of cutting-edge applications transforming the way
people work and communicate, ranging from location-based
services and mobile payments to machine-to-machine communications and augmented reality.
LOCATION-BASED SERVICES. Applications that combine user
location with geographical information are in the forefront of
cool technology. It’s not just the ability to find automatic teller

of any type due to the lack of any branch office near where they
live. However, the study also revealed that 50 percent of this
market segment possessed a mobile phone. So DBBL deployed a
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Becoming Mobile Savvy
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED USE OF ADVANCED
MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES
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machines on a map; it’s also the ability to access consumer

who have downloaded a retailer’s app can frequently get an alert
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of a discount when they come in the vicinity of a store.
MOBILE BANKING. Bringing the “unbanked” into the regional and

Latin America
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principal research scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology’s Center for Digital Business and the co-author of the
new book, Race Against the Machine. “There’s a very well-known
service called M-Pesa in Kenya that lets people do peer-to-peer
cash transfers. This is a big deal because a lot of the population
there has had no access to financial services. Now we’re seeing
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underserved areas, but also in economic opportunity.
now happen via their mobile phone,” notes Andrew McAfee, a
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global economy is providing a boost not only for quality of life in
“Financial services, for a lot of people in the developing world,
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reviews of retailers through Yelp or Zagat or other online rating
services whether you’re in Berlin or Buenos Aires. Consumers
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“mobile wallet” application capable of multiple financial transactions, and increased its business without investing in new

Figure 4

branches or the resources to staff them.

Global Mobility Innovations

MACHINE-TO-MACHINE. The so-called Internet of Things has

EXAMPLES OF INNOVATIVE USES OF MOBILE DEVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE IN DEVELOPING AS WELL AS DEVELOPED ECONOMIES

already begun to proliferate beyond General Motors’ OnStar crash
sensors. In remote sections of Africa, where it takes days to ship
crucial medical supplies, cabinets and medicine containers can be

COUNTRY/REGION

INDUSTRY

EXAMPLE

outfitted with sensors to transmit when they’re running low.

Canada

Tourism

Royal Ontario Museum enables
visitors to have an immersive
experience

China

Logistics

Shipping containers transmit
location and condition information
to recipients

Kenya

Banking

M-Pesa: peer-to-peer cash
transfers using cell phones

Rural Africa

Healthcare

Sensors detect impending
supply shortages and automatically
request replenishment

South Africa

Banking

Mobile wallet from Standard
Bank of South Africa enables bill
payment and shopping

And the implications for the manufacturing supply chain are
significant. Imagine the ability of vending machines to transmit how much merchandise they still contain, eliminating the
need for truck rolls to replenish machines that aren’t empty. On
a global scale, imagine sensors on shipping containers coming
from China that transmit their location, enabling customers in
Europe or South America to identify their location immediately.
We are also on the verge of seeing networked home appliances that transmit servicing needs; utility monitors that track
energy usage across smart grids; environmental systems managing lights, water, and heating and cooling usage; and even home
health care monitoring devices for patients.
AUGMENTED REALITY. The burgeoning field of AR combines computer-generated content with camera-generated views of the
real world. Imagine calling up Google Maps with Street View and

Sources: Harvard Business Review Analytic Services, Cognizant

seeing pop-ups indicating which stores are offering bargains.
According to chip vendor Qualcomm, more than 1,800 commercial applications of AR have been developed for Android and iOS.

envision dinosaurs as they might have actually looked and

Developers at Toronto’s Royal Ontario Museum created an

moved, but also to snap pictures of themselves standing next to

application visitors can download to iOS devices not only to

the dinosaurs.
What’s truly intriguing about these mobile capabilities is the
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ability to combine them, along with other new technologies,

Wireless Broadband Exceeds Wired
in Developing Economies

such as cloud and big data, to create something greater than
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parking spaces in crowded urban areas, or the ability to combine
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the sum of its parts. Consider the ability to collect information

A New World of Mobility and Insight
9%

Never before in the history of technology has there been such
strong development in three key areas: the power of devices,
the plethora of back-end information, and the ability to integrate multiple sources of the latter to display on the former. As a
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result, these global deployments of mobile technology represent
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only the vanguard of new capabilities. Figure 4
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Vietnam

location-based sensors and customer-relationship management
systems to alert high-value consumers to a sale in their vicinity.

n Wireless broadband
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from road sensors and GPS systems in order to help drivers find
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As McAfee notes, “Now that we have devices in the hands of
literally billions of people, we have thrown open the door wide
to application innovation. We don’t know what all the innovators
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Source: TeleGeography, Inc., March 2011, and World Bank

and entrepreneurs are going to do with this collection of powerful, connected devices, lots of different sensors, and then a brain
connected to each of those devices, but we’re going to see some
fantastic advances in the future.” u
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Sponsor’s Perspective
Mobile devices are everywhere. Before
long, the number of global mobile subscriptions will exceed the number of humans on the planet.

age of the world’s poor have access to computing devices for the
first time. Out of 6 billion total global mobile subscriptions, nearly 5
billion are in developing nations, reports the World Bank. And many
countries are still experiencing double-digit growth.

The ways that mobile devices are used
throughout the world vary somewhat
by region, but it is universally true that
mobile technology is transcending
voice communication—transcending
even web access and applications. We
are on the verge of a whole spectrum of
new ideas that will change lives for the
better, all thanks to mobile technology.

In these countries, mobile devices are bringing real quality-of-life
improvements via access to services that were virtually unheard of
before. For example, in Uganda, where 80 percent of the population
has no access to traditional financial services, a program to help
people transfer money to family members using mobile phones was
processing 385,000 such peer-to-peer money transfers per month
only 16 months after launching. A similar mobile wallet program
in Kenya—Safaricom’s M-Pesa—has achieved notable success and
profitability there.

In the developed world, mobile technology already goes well beyond the conveniences of personal devices. A wide variety of products as well as vehicles, machines, and electronics are beginning
to use mobile broadband connectivity to transmit information that
puts humans in far greater control over everything from utilization
of the energy grid to setting their alarm clocks. For example, U.K.based Anglian Water is using sensor data extensively to improve
their quality of service. Anglian monitors its water treatment equipment to make sure it is operating at peak efficiency, which results in
lower maintenance costs, happier customers, and better environmental sustainability.

The opportunity, both for these mobile device users and for the
businesses that supply them with mobile apps and services, is
very rich indeed. At SAP we are working hard to support organizations across the globe with their mobile technology ambitions.
We provide end-to-end mobile solutions that allow businesses to
bring greater utility and improved quality of life to all stakeholders—
employees, customers, and partners. We provide security, management, mCommerce, and other solutions to reduce internal risk and
effort as they bring greater utility and quality of life to the world’s
more than 6 billion small screens.

SANJAY J. POONEN
PRESIDENT AND
CORPORATE OFFICER,
GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
SAP

This intelligent sharing of information between machines and sensors is creating an “Internet of Things,” and as it matures it will begin
to significantly shape the way we live and do business in the years
ahead. Nearly every industry will find ways to optimize its operations using real-time data from the Internet of Things, and these advancements will result in greater profits as well as reduced energy
usage, less waste, better emergency response, and greater expediency in delivering goods when and where they are needed.
Elsewhere, in developing nations, the growing availability—and falling cost—of mobile network coverage means a far greater percent-

I invite you to learn more about SAP’s solutions for taking the world
mobile at sap.com/mobile. With greater understanding of how SAP is
providing the tools to enable greater mobile app choice and reliability,
you’ll soon understand why SAP’s mobile technology leadership is a
critical driver of global transformation, innovation, and philanthropy.
Sincerely,

Sanjay J. Poonen
President and Corporate Officer, Global Solutions, SAP

ABOUT SAP
As the world’s leading provider of enterprise application software, SAP delivers products and services that help accelerate business innovation for its more
than 183,000 customers in more than 120 countries.
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